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Abstract. Subjective cognitive decline (SCD) is a preclinical phase
of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) which occurs before the deficits could be
detected by cognitive tests. It is highly desired to predict the progress
of SCD for possible intervention of AD-related cognitive decline. Many
neuroimaging-based methods have been developed for AD diagnosis, but
there are few studies devoted to automated progress prediction of SCD
due to the limited number of SCD subjects. Even though some studies
proposed to transfer models (trained on AD/MCI) to SCD analysis, the
significant domain shift between their data distributions may degrade the
prediction performance. To this end, this paper tackles the problem of
learning a model from the source data for which can directly generalize to
an unseen target domain for SCD prediction. We propose a cost-sensitive
meta-learning scheme to simultaneously improve the model generaliza-
tion and its sensitivity in MRI-based SCD detection. During training, the
source domain is divided into virtual meta-train and meta-test sets to
explicitly simulate the scenario for early-stage detection of AD. Consider-
ing the importance of sensitivity for progressive status detection, we fur-
ther introduce cost-sensitive learning to enhance the meta-optimization
process by encouraging the model to gain higher sensitivity for SCD
detection with simulated domain shift. Experiments conducted on the
large-scale ADNI dataset and a small-scale SCD dataset have demon-
strated the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a chronic neurodegenerative disease that usually
starts slowly and worsens over time. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the spectrum of
AD has been extended to an earlier stage even before its prodromal stage
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Fig. 1. Progress of disease pathology and clinical status of AD.

(i.e., mild cognitive impairment, MCI), called subjective cognitive decline (SCD)
or subjective memory complaint (SMC) that occurs before the deficits could be
detected by cognitive tests [1,2]. In the literature, increasing evidence has shown
that subjects with SCD have an increased risk of underlying AD pathology [3,4].
Therefore, predicting the future progress of subjects with SCD is fundamental
for possible intervention of AD-related cognitive declines.

Neuroimaging-based methods have been widely used for AD/MCI diagno-
sis [5–8]. But only a few studies are devoted to SCD progress prediction, due to
several challenges. (i) The number of SCD subjects is usually very limited (e.g.,
tens), making it difficult to train a robust model with good generalization ability.
Previous studies [9,10] proposed to augment data samples for model training,
but usually failed to deal with domain shift between different domains/datasets.
(ii) Even though some domain adaptation methods were designed to enhance
the transferability of a learning model [11–16], they often require a part of
labeled/unlabeled target samples to facilitate adaptation which cannot be sat-
isfied in real applications. (iii) SCD appears at the preclinical stage of AD even
without significant objective impairment in the brain. These challenges make it
difficult to design a robust model for reliable SCD progress prediction.

To address these issues, we propose a cost-sensitive meta-learning (CSML)
framework for structural MRI-based progress prediction of SCD, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. During training, the source domain is divided into virtual meta-train and
meta-test sets to explicitly simulate the scenario for early-stage detection of AD
(e.g., AD+MCI→ SCD). Considering the importance of sensitivity for detecting
progressive status, we further introduce a cost-sensitive learning technique to
enhance the meta-optimization process, by encouraging the model to gain higher
sensitivity for progressive SCD (pSCD) detection with simulated domain shift.
To the best of our knowledge, this is among the first attempts to perform SCD
detection by explicitly considering cross-site domain shift and requiring no target
data for model training. The proposed CSML is expected to simultaneously
improve the model generalization and sensitivity in SCD progress prediction.
Experimental results on a small-scale SCD dataset and the large-scale ADNI
dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the cost-sensitive meta-learning (CSML) framework for SCD
progress prediction with brain MRIs. CNN: Convolutional neural network.

2 Materials and Methodology

Datasets and MR Image Pre-processing. A total of 1, 393 T1-weighted
structural MRIs from the publicly available Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative (ADNI) dataset1 are used in this work to train a prediction model.
Specifically, the ADNI contains 367 AD, 357 normal control (NC), 653 MCI
subjects (253 pMCI, 400 sMCI), and 16 SCD subjects (11 pSCD and 5 sSCD).
Among MCI subjects, 253 progressive MCI (pMCI) subjects would convert to
AD within 36 months after baseline time, and the remaining 400 stable MCI
(sMCI) would not. Also, 11 progressive SCD (pSCD) would convert to MCI
within 36 months and the status of the 5 SCD subjects keep stable (called stable
SCD, sSCD). We also collected 113 SCD subjects (with T1-weighted structural
MRIs) from a local hospital as the target domain to evaluate the performance
of the proposed model, including 40 pSCD subjects and 73 sSCD subjects. Note
that we only used baseline MRIs in this work, without using longitudinal MRIs.

Following [17], all brain MRIs go through a standard pre-processing pipeline,
including (i) skull stripping, (ii) intensity correction, (iii) re-sampling to the same
resolution of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 and (iv) spatial normalization to the Automated
Anatomical Labeling (AAL) template. We employ the SPM software package2

as the main tool to facilitate the MR image pre-processing.

Problem Formulation. In this work, we study the problem of learning a model
based on N source domains, and apply it to precisely predict the future progress
of SCD subjects in an unseen target domain. We treat different brain disorder
categories (e.g., AD, MCI, SCD) as different domains in this paper. Suppose
there are N labeled source domains (i.e., DS = {D1,D2, · · · ,DN}), as well as
a to-be-analyzed target domain (i.e., DT ). All source and target domains share
the same input MR image space X (with possibly different marginal distribu-
tions), but have different category labels. Our aim is to utilize samples from
source domains to train a convolutional neural network (CNN) that can be well

1 https://ida.loni.usc.edu.
2 https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm.

https://ida.loni.usc.edu
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generalized to an unseen target domain with high sensitivity to SCD progress
prediction.

Meta-learning Scheme. Since no target samples (either labeled or unlabeled
ones) are available for model training or fine-tuning, we develop a meta-learning
scheme to simulate the real-world scenario for cross-domain classification [18–20].
Different from conventional meta-learning schemes that only simulate domain
shift with the assumption that the source and target domains share the same
class labels, we also simulate domain shift by using different but related subjects
(e.g., MCI) for SCD prediction in the proposed meta-learning strategy.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the source domains DS are divided into a virtual
meta-train set and a virtual meta-test set. To simulate SCD prediction on an
independent target domain, the virtual test set consists of SCD samples whereas
the virtual training set involves other types of samples (e.g., MCI). Denote w
as the parameters (weights) of a CNN model. In the meta-learning process, w
goes through a two-step update and optimization. In the first step, a meta-train
classification loss Ltr = F(Dtr;w) is computed using samples in the meta-train
set, and the gradient with respect to w can be calculated and updated as:

w′ = w − λ∇Ltr(Dtr;w), (1)

where λ is an update rate for the gradient of the CNN model. In the second
step, the model with w′ is applied to the meta-test set, yielding a meta-test loss
Lte = G(Dte;w′). In Fig. 2, the CNNs in different colors merely indicate different
update stages. By jointly optimizing the meta-test and meta-train losses, the
CNN is expected to avoid bias towards the training set and learn some domain-
invariant features that can be generalized to unseen target domains.

Cost-Sensitive Learning. Previous learning models for disease diagnosis or
domain adaptation often treat misclassification errors equally for both positive or
negative samples. Actually, incorrectly predicting a positive subject (unhealthy)
as a negative case (healthy) is much more costly, because it will make subjects
miss the best time for early intervention and treatment. To this end, we employ
cost-sensitive learning [21–23] strategy to reduce the false negative rate and
increase the sensitivity of our prediction model to possible patients. Specifically,
we introduce a cost-sensitive loss Lcs into the meta-learning process of the pro-
posed CNN. We impose this loss on the meta-test set to encourage the model to
pursue high prediction accuracy of progressive SCD on unseen target domain.

Let y ∈ {0, 1} denote the ground-truth label for a subject, where 0 represents
sSCD and 1 is for pSCD, and the corresponding prediction by the model is ŷ.
We design a cost matrix as follows:

M =
[
C11 C12

C21 C22

]

where Cij indicates the cost for a model when it predicts a subject belonging to
the i-th category into the j-th category. For a specific prediction result ŷ, the
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Fig. 3. Structure of the backbone CNN for MRI-based classification. The term 3× 3×
3@N indicates N convolution filters with the kernel size of 3 × 3 × 3.

cost-sensitive loss can be calculated by the inner product of ŷ and the row of
M corresponding to its label y, i.e., Lcs = 〈ŷ,M(y + 1, ·)〉. For example, for a
pSCD subject (y = 1), the prediction of the learning model is: ŷ = [1, 0]. Then,
the cost is 〈[1, 0], [C21, C22]〉 = C21. In this work, we empirically set C21 and C12

in M to η (η=2) and 1, respectively, whereas the other elements to 0.
Based on meta-learning and cost-sensitive learning schemes, the total loss for

the CSML can be formulated as follows:

Ltotal = Ltr + αLte + βLcs, (2)

where α and β are parameters to control contributions of three losses. Our model
is optimized via a two-step update strategy. First, the CNN is trained with the
meta-train loss on meta-train set, and the weight w is updated according to
Eq. (1). Then, the updated CNN is fed with the meta-test set, and the meta-
test loss and cost-sensitive loss are utilized to further update the weight. The
training on the meta-test set can be understood as a regularization term which
enables the network to gain strong generalizability.

Network Architecture. We utilize an AlexNet-like 3D CNN as the backbone
of our CSML model, with its architecture illustrated in Fig. 3. Specifically, this
CNN contains 5 convolution layers and 3 fully-connected layers (with 128, 64
and 2 units, respectively). Each convolution layer consists of a 3D convolution
filter (kernel size: 3×3×3), batch normalization operation and ReLU activation
function. We also add a 2 × 2 × 2 max-pooling operation (stride: 2 × 2 × 2)
after each convolution layer. A softmax layer is used as the classification layer
to outputs the probability of an input MRI belonging to each category.

Implementation Details. We implement the proposed CSML model using
PyTorch3. The Adam algorithm is employed as the optimizer with a learning
rate of 0.0001. The cross-entropy loss is used as the loss function for both Ltr

and Lte for classification. Dropout with a probability of 0.5 is used during the
training process to avoid overfitting. The gradient update rate λ in Eq. (1) is set
to 0.0001. For simplicity, the parameters α and β in Eq. (2) are set to 1. The
network is trained for 50 epochs with the batch size of 2.
3 https://pytorch.org.

https://pytorch.org
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Table 1. Results of SCD progress prediction achieved by five methods.

Method AUC (%) ACC (%) BAC (%) SEN (%) SPE (%)

Baseline-1 56.66± 0.87 56.63± 1.05 45.92± 1.52 21.50± 3.45 70.34± 1.27

Baseline-2 57.26± 1.03 59.12± 2.12 53.23± 1.66 35.00± 4.26 71.45±2.81

ROI+SVM 58.18± 0.21 54.66± 0.01 52.07± 0.01 46.50± 0.02 61.64± 0.01

VoxCNN 56.30± 1.05 58.75± 2.81 53.42± 1.96 36.50± 4.58 69.67± 2.54

CSML (ours) 65.36±0.63 59.66±2.53 60.51±1.65 66.40±3.01 54.62± 1.96

3 Experiment

Experimental Setup. Five metrics are used for performance evaluation, i.e.,
area under receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), classification accuracy
(ACC), balanced accuracy (BAC), sensitivity (SEN) and specificity (SPE).

In the experiments, we use AD/NC, MCI, SCD samples in the ADNI as three
source domains, denoted as A (with AD and NC), M (with pMCI and sMCI)
and S (with pSCD and sSCD), respectively. The proposed CSML model is first
trained on these three source domains, and then applied to the target domain
(with 113 SCD subjects collected from a local hospital). In the training phase,
we use the domain S as the meta-test set. And we treat the domain M as the
meta-train set, considering the closer relationship between SCD and MCI when
compared with SCD and AD (see Fig. 1).

Competing Methods. We compare our CSML with four methods, including
(i) Baseline-1 that trains the backbone CNN with AD and NC samples and
directly transfer it to the target domain; (ii) Baseline-2 that trains the back-
bone CNN with pMCI and sMCI samples and directly transfers it to the target
domain; (iii) ROI+SVM that uses pSCD+MCI subjects as positive samples
and sSCD+NC as negative samples. The normalized gray matter volumes of 90
ROIs in AAL are used as MRI features to train a linear support vector machine
(SVM) which is transferred to the target domain; and (iv) VoxCNN that is a
state-of-the-art deep learning method deliberately designed for dementia classi-
fication [24] and contains 10 convolution layers and two fully-connected layers.

Prediction Results. The results of SCD progress prediction of different meth-
ods are shown in Table 1. From this table, we can derive the following observa-
tions. (i) Compared with four competing methods, our CSML can produce the
overall best performance, especially with the highest sensitivity. This implies that
the proposed meta-learning and cost-sensitive learning strategies in CSML help
boost the prediction performance. (ii) Two baseline CNNs (i.e., Baseline-1 and
Baseline-2) are weak in SCD progress prediction with a bias towards negative
samples (i.e., stable SCD). This indicates that simply using AD or MCI samples
to train a deep network and applying it to SCD analysis cannot achieve sat-
isfactory performance. (iii) Baseline-2 that uses MCI samples for training can
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Fig. 4. Visualization of feature distributions of MCI (source domain) and SCD subjects
(target domain) from the baseline CNN and the proposed CSML model.
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Fig. 5. Saliency maps generated by the proposed CSML model.

achieve better performance than Baseline-1 trained on AD/NC samples. This
implies that a network trained on MCI conversion prediction can be reliably
applied to SCD progress prediction, compared with that trained on AD/NC
subjects. This may be because SCD is semantically closer to MCI in the AD
spectrum.

Visualization Analysis. In Fig. 4, we visualize the feature distributions of
MCI subjects in the source domain and SCD subjects in the target domain
via t-SNE [25], where MRI features are generated from Baseline-2 and CSML,
respectively. From Fig. 4(a), we can see that the feature distributions of MCI and
SCD subjects generated from Baseline-2 (without meta-learning) have significant
difference. As shown in Fig. 4(b), after the meta-training through our CSML
model, the distribution gap between these two domains has been greatly reduced.
This may indicate that our CSML can learn some domain invariant features,
which can partly explain its superiority in cross-domain prediction.

We further visualize the saliency maps [26] generated by the proposed CSML
for four SCD subjects in the target domain, as shown in Fig. 5. We compute the
gradients of the output of the network w.r.t. each input MRI. Figure 5 shows
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Fig. 6. Comparison between CSML and its variants in SCD progress prediction.

Table 2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods in SCD progress prediction.

Method Model AUC (%) ACC (%) SEN (%) SPE (%)

Yue et al. [27] Cost-Sensitive SVM 59.8 56.6 55.0 57.5

Felpete et al. [28] Random Forest 58.2 52.2 50.0 53.4

Liu et al. [9] GAN 60.2 57.5 70.0 50.7

CSML (Ours) Cost-Sensitive CNN 65.0 59.3 67.5 54.8

that even if it is not very prominent in the saliency maps, SCD may be related
to several brain regions, such as the ventricle and hippocampus.

Ablation Study. Compared with baseline CNNs that are trained on the source
domains and directly transferred to the target domain, our CSML model consists
of meta-learning and cost-sensitive learning on virtual meta-train and meta-test
data. To study their effects, we compare CSML with its two variants, including (i)
CSML-1 that uses A as the meta-train data without cost-sensitive learning, and
(ii) CSML-2 that uses M as the meta-train data without cost-sensitive learning.
These two variants are compared with CSML and the Baseline-2 (trained on M
without meta-learning), with results shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen from Fig. 6
that three meta-learning based methods (i.e., CSML, CSML-1 and CSML-2)
generally outperform the Baseline-2 without meta-learning. Besides, our CSML
achieves better SEN performance, compared with the three competing meth-
ods without cost-sensitive learning. We evaluate the results of CSML and its
2 variants (i.e., CSML-1 and CSML-2) through pair-wise t-test. The p-value
for results of CSML vs. CSML-1 is 0.029, while that for CSML vs. CSML-2
is 0.033. This suggests that there is significant difference (p < 0.05) between
CSML and CSML-1/CSML-2. These results verify the efficacy of the proposed
meta-learning and cost-sensitive learning strategies. Also, CSML-2 (with MCI
as meta-train data) usually outperforms CSML-1 (with AD/NC as meta-train
data), which is consistent with the results of two baseline CNNs in Table 1.

Comparison with State-of-the-Arts. We further compare the proposed
method with several state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods for MRI-based SCD
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progress prediction, including 1) Cost-Sensitive SVM (CSVM) [27], 2) Random
Forest (RF) [28] and 3) Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [9]. We repro-
duced these algorithms and performed classification experiments using the same
data set as this work for a fair comparison. The CSVM is implemented by an
SVM with linear kernel trained with the same cost matrix adopted in our CSML.
The RF is implemented by an ensemble of 100 bagged classification trees. The
GAN is built with a generator (3 convolution layers, 3 residual blocks and 2
deconvolution layers) and a discriminator (5 convolution layers). The prediction
results of four different methods are reported in Table 2. It can be seen from
Table 2 that, compared with the three SOTA methods, our CSML can produce
better AUC and ACC results and comparable performance in terms of SEN and
SPE. This may be attributed to the meta-learning scheme that can enhance
the generalization ability of the prediction model and the cost-sensitive learning
scheme that can produce competing prediction accuracy for both positive and
negative samples.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a cost-sensitive meta-learning (CSML) framework for
SCD progress prediction based on brain structural MRIs. We train the CSML
model on a relatively large-scale source domain and apply it to an unseen target
domain with small-scale data for cross-domain SCD progress prediction. Specifi-
cally, the source domain (training set) is divided into a virtual meta-train set and
a virtual meta-test set to simulate the domain shift among different domains. We
also introduce cost-sensitive learning into the meta-training process which can
further enhance the sensitivity for identifying progressive SCD subjects. Experi-
mental results on the public ADNI database (with 1,393 subjects) and a private
SCD dataset (with 113 subjects) demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method over previous state-of-the-arts. As a future work, we intend to lever-
age multi-modality data (such as MRI, PET and demographic information) for
model training to further improve the performance of SCD progress prediction.

Acknowledgements. H. Guan and M. Liu were partly supported by NIH grant
(No. AG041721).
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